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Global Outreach, Cape Town Diversity Conference - IABA Makes Connections with Actuaries in Africa and the IAA
By John Robinson, IABA President, FSA, MAAA

John Robinson, IABA President

The International Association of Black Actuaries (IABA) has a
mission to increase the number of black actuaries in North
America; currently the membership is just north of 100. We are
supported by an advisory group of twelve actuarial employers
and three actuarial organizations: the Society of Actuaries, the
Casualty Actuarial Society and the Actuarial Foundation. Membership in IABA is open to any person interested in supporting
the organization’s mission.

The Association of South African Black Actuarial Professionals (ASABA) has a similar
mission in South Africa and the Actuarial Society of South Africa is fully supportive of
this mission. The current president-elect of the Actuarial Society of South Africa is
Themba Gamedze, the country’s first black Fellow and the first president of ASABA.
Wanting to bridge the gap between these two organizations and our sister continent
Africa, last September, I contacted current ASABA president Lusani Mulaudzi and proposed a mini-conference on March 6th, to precede the International Congress of Actuaries (ICA) 2010 held in Cape Town, South Africa on the 7th-12th. My vision was to invite
the leaders of all the African and Caribbean countries who might be attending the ICA.
Lusani agreed that ASABA would host it, and we were off and running. The conference
was dubbed A Conference to Promote Diversity in the Actuarial Profession Worldwide.
Contacting the leaders proved to be a bit of a challenge; but we eventually issued invitations to actuarial leaders in Benin, Botswana, Cotê d’Ivoire, Egypt, Ghana, Kenya, Morocco, Mauritius, Nigeria, Namibia, Senegal, South Africa, Tanzania and Uganda, as well
as the Caribbean Actuarial Association. In addition, the International Actuarial Association (IAA), which runs the ICA, sent two representatives. The result was an impressive
17 attendees from 14 organizations.
The primary goal of the Diversity conference was to explore ways the respective organizations could help each other. Each organization was expected to leave the conference
with a ―To-Do List‖ of either bi-lateral or multi-lateral projects. This gathering was organized as a whole-day affair – see the agenda on page 3. To kick-off the day, each organi-
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IABA Makes Connections With Actuaries In Africa and the IAA
By John Robinson, IABA President, FSA, MAAA (Cont’d from page 1)
zation introduced itself, its history and its goals, and then we
discussed ways to assist each other. Throughout the day, as
we worked together to understand each other’s needs and
challenges, there was a real spirit of cooperation amongst the
participants. We came to a mutual consensus and all organizations present signed a Memorandum of Understanding, indicating our intent to continue to support each other’s missions.
After the meetings, there was a dinner to which the Actuarial
Science students at two nearby universities were invited. College students don’t pass up free food, so it was well attended.
Dinner speakers were Jeffrey Johnson of IABA and Themba
Gamedze.
Here are some comments and feedback we received about
the Conference:
Lusani Mulaudzi, ASABA President:
ASABA hosted the International Diversity Conference on
March 6th, 2010 at the Sanlam Offices in Bellville. This
was a major success, although some of the delegates did
not manage to be with us for the whole conference. The
discussions were fruitful and have culminated in ASABA
taking a more active role in developing the actuarial profession in Africa. ASABA has decided to establish an International Mentorship program with a focus on African countries
– Kenya being the first beneficiary. We intend to raise
funds from local and international organizations to support
this initiative.

Charles Mpundu, Actuarial Society of Zambia President:
The Diversity Conference held in Cape Town in March 2010
under the auspices of IABA couldn’t have come at a better
time for the Actuarial Society of Zambia (ASZ) which at that
time was only two weeks old. The interventions, encouragement and networking that the Conference presented
were just great and provided a strong foundation for us on
which to build diverse and sustainable actuarial outreach
programs. The proceedings and exchange of experiences
that took place have helped us in focusing and prioritizing
initiatives to enable us contribute effectively to the development of the actuarial profession in Zambia and elsewhere.
Arising out of the interactions, we are already, for example,
following up on areas of local capacity building as well as
how best we could benefit from the expertise provided by
IABA and IAA through the Actuaries Without Borders and
other similar programs. As ASZ we can not thank IABA and
IAA sufficiently for making it possible for me and two other
colleagues to attend this important conference and the
ICA2010 that followed. ASZ and its members are appreciative and will remain indebted to the two institutions for their
support and on our part we will remain committed to play
an active role in ensuring the diversity and growth of the
actuarial profession.
Faith Mpatwa, Actuarial Society of Tanzania Vice President:
I thoroughly enjoyed the Diversity Conference as it provided

Row 1, (Left to right): Lusani Mulaudzi (South Africa), Soshan Sobramoney (South Africa), IABA President John Robinson (USA), Kamal Benchekroun
(Morocco), Basil Reekie (South Africa), Cathy Lyn (Jamaica), Kgodiso Mokonyane (South Africa).
Row 2, (Left to right): Jean Hendricks (South Africa), Odwa Madolo (South Africa), Adrian Vugs (Namibia), Eugene Woodard (USA), Astor Duggan
(Jamaica), Guillaume Moussa (Benin), St. Elmo Whyte (Jamaica).
Row 3 (Left to right): Themba Gamedze (South Africa), Andrew Gladwin (South Africa), Tande Kamanga (South Africa), Charles Mpundu (Zambia), Josiase
Maroba (South Africa), Faith Mpatwa (Tanzania).
Row 4: Vicki French (USA). Not in photo: Jeffery Johnson (USA).
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IABA Makes Connections With Actuaries In Africa and the IAA
By John Robinson, IABA President, FSA, MAAA (Cont’d from page 2)
a common forum for discussing challenges and experiences facing the diverse Actuarial societies worldwide. It
was evident that most of these societies face similar issues
and the conference provided a common ground to address
these issues. I saw a picture of how the societies in other
countries achieved their success stories. This was quite
beneficial in particular to the Actuarial Society of Tanzania
(AST). Being at infancy stage, the AST drew key ideas on
how other societies overcame similar issues we face as a
society. With this knowledge I took back the lessons and
expect our society to achieve all our key objectives by implementing the ideas gathered at the conference.

would like to extend a great thank you to Lusani and ASABA
for hosting the first Diversity Conference, and to all who attended. I hope they got at least half as much out of it as I did.
I would also like to recognize and thank our sponsors: Sanlam
Group of South Africa, the IAA Fund and the Conference of
Consulting Actuaries.

Our leadership of the Diversity Conference has established
IABA as an international leader in Diversity in the actuarial
profession, which is an integral part of our vision. Our initiative to ―increase awareness‖ has now gone global - we are
now known and respected by the leadership of the IAA and we
will be expected to continue to play a key role in the important
This convention was largely a successful event and we plan to area of Diversity.
continue with our purpose. We have our eye on the future and
have already started discussions with Bob Conger, who represented the IAA at the Diversity Conference and serves as the
chairperson for the Organizing Committee of ICA 2014, to be
held in Washington DC. The IABA will be working with Bob in
two areas:
1. Identifying black actuaries interested in supporting the
IAA’s mission of promoting the actuarial profession in Africa;
2. For ICA 2014,
 scheduling another Diversity Conference;
 introducing a professional development session on
Diversity to the main conference; and
 identifying a charitable project in the DC area.
I look forward to what we will accomplish in the future and

Appendix 1: Diversity Conference Agenda
8:15 – 9:00
9:00 – 10:15
10:15 – 10:30
10:30 – 11:00
11:00 – 12:15
12:15 – 13:30
13:30 – 15:30
15:30 – 15:45
15:45 – 16:30
16:30 – 17:00
17:00 – 20:30

BREAKFAST
Session 1: ICE-BREAKER / ATTENDEE
INTRODUCTIONS, ORGANIZATIONS INTRO
& HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
BREAK
Session 2: CHALLENGES &
OPPORTUNITIES, BREAKOUT GROUPS
Session 3: CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES, ALL
LUNCH
Session 4: BILATERAL AND MULTILATERAL
DISCUSSIONS
BREAK
Session 5: MEMORANDUM OF
UNDERSTANDING
BREAK
Session 6: DINNER & NETWORKING WITH
ACTUARIAL STUDENTS

Appendix 2: Organizations In Attendance
Association of South African Black Actuarial Professionals
(ASABA, host)
Actuarial Society of Tanzania
Actuarial Society of Zambia
ASSA Africa Interaction Committee (AIC)
Caribbean Actuarial Association (CAA)
Ecole Supérieure d’Actuariat (ESA), Benin
ASSA Sub-committee for Africa
ASSA Transformation Committee
IAA Advice and Assistance Committee
IAA Fund
International Association of Black Actuaries (IABA)
South African Actuarial Development Program (SAADP)
Society of Actuaries of Namibia
Association Marocaine des Actuaires (AMA)
Institute of Statistics and Applied Economics (ISNEA), Morocco
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CAA Crossing Boundaries
By Alecia Harris

F

or 19 years the Caribbean Actuarial Association (CAA) has been
supporting and reinforcing the development of actuarial science in the
Caribbean so as to maintain the highest standards of proficiency and a
credible image in the region.

limited to; Mike McLaughlin-President of the Society of Actuaries,
Ronnie Bowie- President of the Faculty of Actuaries, Bob HowardPresident of the Canadian Institute of Actuaries, Roger M. HaynePresident of the Casualty Actuarial Society, Chris Daykin-Past President of the Institute of Actuaries, Adam Reese-President elect of the
Conference of Consulting Actuaries and Margaret Tiller SherwoodExecutive Director of the IACA and Past president of the CCA.
These presenters delivered both local and international topics of
Last year some 180 brilliant minds
interest on actuarial trends and practices in Australia, Canada, US &
from the Caribbean and other parts of UK from which Caribbean professionals could develop home grown
the world convened, December 3rd
solutions to business problems. Several prominent Caribbean preand 4th at the Rose Hall Resort & Spa senters; Hon. Gordon Shirley-Pro Vice Chancellor & Principal of Mona
Alecia Harris, Conference delegate
for the CAA’s annual actuarial confer- Campus (UWI) gave the keynote address, Rohan Barnett- Executive
ence. It was a full program with over 30 speakers in the main pracDirector of the Financial Services Commission, spoke about regulatice areas: life and general insurance, pensions, health and investtion and strengthening of the financial system in the region. Conment and included three panel discussions.
stance Hall- Principal of Eckler offered some practical solutions for
today’s pension dilemmas and Ravi Rambarran- CEO of Sagicor InterUnder the leadership of Chris Daykin - Past president of the Institute national gave a passionate talk on Building Institutional Capacity in
of Actuaries and Helen Gregson- UK Actuarial Profession staff actuthe Caribbean.
ary; December 2nd was dedicated to a professionalism course for
students and Associates aspiring to become more competent leadThis was the first occasion when the organizers arranged parallel
ers. Many attendees thought the discussion of the Actuarial Code of
property and casualty breakout sessions to make a more comprehenConduct was most useful.
sive program and attract more people from the industry to the conference. These sessions were well attended and the CAA received good
According to Past President St. Elmo Whyte, last year’s conference
feedback.
took place when the world had just entered a deep recession and
was experiencing a devastating credit crunch. Following this crisis,
At the CAA’s annual general meeting on the last day of this same
the conference theme for this year ―Crossing the Boundaries of Tradi- conference Miss Cathy Lyn assumed the office of the President and
tion‖ was deliberately chosen to focus on the trend that actuaries are her supporting Council was elected to serve for two years. This was
crossing the boundaries of traditional work in life insurance and pen- another great international event offering opportunity for prominent
sions into the wider fields and all areas of risk management as busi- actuaries to exchange ideas and knowledge with their colleagues and
nesses demand their skills to manage volatility and uncertainty prof- students in the region to improve in depth knowledge for the sociitably.
ety’s benefit.
In keeping with this theme the conference was graced with erudite
The atmosphere was truly energetic and promising with great anticipresentations from a number of prominent actuaries travelling from
pation for the next conference, December 2010 in Barbados.
various countries around the world. Presenters included but were not

Mission of IABA

The International Association of Black Actuaries is a professional and student member organization
whose mission is to contribute to an increase in the number of black actuaries and to influence the
successful career development, civic growth and achievement of black actuaries

Vision of IABA

To be the world’s leading actuarial organization dedicated to influencing diversity by developing and
recognizing the achievement of black actuaries

Core Values of IABA

Service * Professionalism * Excellence * Integrity * Commitment * Empowerment * Passion *
Teamwork
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International Association of
Black Actuaries
17th Annual General Meeting:

“Planting Seeds for
the Future”

Presentation Topics:
Principle Based Reserving
Using Models as a Life Actuary

August 6-7, 2010

Health Insurance Reform

Millennium Broadway Hotel

Actuaries in Banking
Insurance Reform in the Caribbean

Check our website
for more information & updates:
www.blackactuaries
.org
Meeting
Highlights:
Networking Cruise
Professional Development Workshops

145 West 44th St.

Networking Lunch

New York, NY

Much More!

Predictive Modeling in P&C
Enterprise Risk Management
Agency Distribution
AND MANY MORE!!

Website: www.blackactuaries.org
Email: iaba@blackactuaries.org

SPONSORED BY:

IFRS Accounting

Take Advantage of Our Early Bird Registration!
Members $175 through July 2, $250 after July 2
Non-members $250 through July 2, $325 after July 2
Actuarial Students $125
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Annual Meeting 2010 Preview
By Monique Hacker, IABA Vice President, FSA, MAAA
In the 1950s, the Hudson Theater was home to the NBC’s
Tonight Show. Our award recipients will join the ranks of legends such as Bob Hope, Elvis Presley, Ernie Kovacs, Milton
ing, August 6th and 7th.
Berle, Sammy Davis Jr., Barbara Streisand and Vincent Price
who have all graced the theatre’s stage. Join us as we celeGreat Location: Millennium Broadway Hotel located in the brate the accomplishments of this year’s award recipients in
heart of Times Square.
one of the most unique settings in New York City.
better place to be than in New York City for InternaW hat
tional Association of Black Actuaries’ 17th Annual Meet-

Great Programs: Exceptional workshops where continuing education (CE) requirements can be satisfied.



Career Networking Lunch.

Great People: A chance to meet new friends and reconnect
with old ones.
The meeting kicks off Friday morning, August 6th with a great
lineup of interactive speaker sessions designed specifically
with you in mind. The weekend wraps up late Saturday night,
August 7th with our memorable Awards Banquet.
An exciting opportunity for employers and those seeking employment to interact in a casual atmosphere and discuss posNetworking Cruise around New York City on the Spirit of sible job openings.
New York.

Professional Development Workshops.

Here are some of the highlights of this year’s meeting:


Enjoy the lights and sights of the city on this enjoyable dinner
cruise around New York City. Join us on Friday night, August
6th for this unforgettable Networking Reception. Cruise
around the Empire State Building, Brooklyn Bridge, World
Trade Center Site, Statue of Liberty, and more.


Awards Banquet held in the historic Hudson Theater.

With sessions tiered to your level of experience, you’re sure to
learn something new, while earning continuing education credits. Our exceptional speakers will present a range of topics
that address current industry issues. These sessions will arm
you with the knowledge to help make you a better actuary.
Registration has already opened. Be sure to sign up for the
early bird registration prices and to secure your reservation to
those events that are offered on a first come first served basis.
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Annual Meeting 2010 Preview - Keynote Speaker Bio: Ed Robinson CPA, CSP

E

d Robinson is highly recognized
internationally as an energetic
keynote speaker, business growth
coach, and author. A ―recovering CPA‖
with an engaging personality, Ed converges a wealth of experience, proven
leadership and high motivational efforts.
His audiences leave with a renewed
commitment to professionalism and success.

for his speaking, coaching and rainmaking techniques. Many
of his clients experience a dramatic increase of revenue production.

Ed Robinson transforms individuals into professionals, managers into leaders and leaders to Rainmakers. A Certified
Speaking Professional and former CPA, Ed is the author of
three books and an expert in practice growth. His energetic,
engaging and entertaining style is only one reason why Ed’s
strategies improve performance, helping individuals manage
change and increase revenue regardless of economic times
President and CEO of Robinson Performance Group with over and challenges.
30 years experience in professional service organizations, Ed
provides unique growth strategies and leadership consulting Whether the task is leadership, sales training or dealing with
change -- and beginning with the particular challenges of an
to those businesses.
audience, Ed underscores the basics such as the attributes of
professionalism, taking personal responsibility for one’s cirEd is a CSP, (Certified Speaking Professional) a designation by
cumstances and for one’s career path and life. Change manthe International Federation of Professional Speakers. Only
agement and business growth are key to each of Ed’s keynote
10% of its membership have earned this prestigious designapresentations. By not being a victim of life’s storms, and by
tion.
reinvigorating passion in one’s purpose, Ed teaches individuals how to dance in the rain through all challenges.
Having spoken in over 30 countries, Ed is sought after globally

2010 Annual Meeting Committee

Member Testimonial

Khadine Adams
Dodzi Attimu
Adrian Cox
Monique Hacker (Chair)
Noel Harewood
Susan Kariuki
Jamala Murray
Charmaine Peart
Krista Reimer (Event Planner)
Michelle Thompson
Kate Weaver (Executive Director)
Gerik Whittington

―My first IABA gathering was at the 2009 IABA Annual
meeting in Philadelphia. I did not know what to expect
when I registered for it. I went there ready to learn more
about the actuarial field. I had the pleasure of meeting a
great group of Actuaries, from Life, Annuities, Property and
Casualty. They were all ready to explain to me what exactly
they do on a day to day basis. They also shared their exam
experiences, and advised me on how best to approach my
exams. At the end of the day, I am glad to say I passed my
first exam in January, and I will continue to pursue the Actuarial career because it is worthwhile.‖
- Joan Kibaara
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Student Corner - Diversity in the Actuarial Profession - High School Outreach
By Barry McKeown, ASA, EA

A

major goal of the IABA is to increase the number of black
actuaries in the actuarial profession. While the growth of
the IABA has been very impressive over the past 20 years,
significant growth is still needed to achieve the desired level of
diversity. A key to this growth is to increase awareness about
the profession among high school students. There is major
competition among professions for top students. Other professions, such as engineering, are better known and have
longstanding initiatives in place to introduce minority students
to their professions. Many high school students choose colleges and majors based on careers and majors they already
know about and are considering while in high school. It is important that these top students are aware of the actuarial profession when they are making these decisions.

There are a number of high school activities already taking
place:

the Casualty Actuarial Society and the Society of Actuaries, makes presentations at high schools and supports
summer actuarial programs at colleges targeted at minority high school students.
Howard University, Illinois State University (ISU) and Morgan State University have summer actuarial science programs for minority high school students. These programs
have introductory actuarial and computer classes. There
are also classes that focus on other broad skills needed in
college and the business world. Another key part of a
summer program is field trips to actuarial organizations
where the students learn about the company’s business
and meet actuarial students early in their professional
career. Other organizations will have some actuaries visit
the college during the summer program to talk about their
careers.
Actuarial employers have hosted events in their offices for
high school students in addition to those associated with
actuarial summer programs. Towers Watson and Allstate
are among the companies who have invited students to
their offices during the past year. They learn about the
company, their business and spend time with people early
in their actuarial career.

John Robinson, IABA President, has set a goal for each
City Affiliate to build relationships with high schools in
their cities. Many of the City Affiliates have started to build
these relationships.
The IABA invites high school students to the annual meeting and has sessions targeted at these students.
The Committee on Actuarial Diversity, a joint committee of

All of these activities are important and need to continue and
expand. Surveys from Jobs Related Almanac and others confirm that an actuarial career is one of the best. When we reach
the point where most top black students know enough about
the actuarial profession to know whether they want to consider an actuarial career, we will be closer to reaching the diversity levels that are needed.

Some actuaries learned about the profession toward the end
of college or even after working at another career. As the road
to becoming an actuary can be a long one, it is certainly advantageous for every actuarial candidate to have knowledge of
the profession before they start college.






ISU 2009 High School Participants





ISU Minority High School Scholar Actuarial Academy
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Affiliate Corner
Affiliate members and their families met for a night of
bowling and networking. For some of us, this was the first
time meeting our 2 newest members. This was also a time
for some to realize that bowling should not be their backup career. Overall, we had a great time and are looking
forward to our next social event.

Tampa

The City of Tampa is the third most populous city
in Florida. It is located on the west coast of Florida, approximately 200 miles northwest of Miami, 180 miles southwest of
Jacksonville, and 20 miles northeast of St. Petersburg.
Tampa's economy is founded on a diverse base that includes
tourism, agriculture, construction, finance, health care, government, technology, the port of Tampa and their Actuaries.
O.k., maybe not their actuaries, but unbeknownst to many,
there are quite a number of actuaries here in Tampa. Of this
group, we currently have 8 black actuaries that are active in
our newly formed Tampa affiliate, two of which joined us just
within the last few months. Affiliate members represent companies such as Aegon Insurance, Home Wise Insurance, Mercer Consulting, New York Life Insurance and Wellcare Health.

Our strategy for 2010 has been to create awareness of the
actuarial profession among our youths in the African American
community here in Tampa. This is no small feat, but we are
confident that with our commitment and determination, we
will be able to accomplish a great deal in the coming years.
For more information on the Tampa Affiliate, please contact
Monique Hacker at Leadertampa@blackactuaries.org.

In addition to our monthly teleconference calls, we have participated in the following activities as an affiliate:


Partnership with the Urban Scholars Outreach Program
(USOP)
University of South Florida, Tampa, FL
USOP is a nonprofit organization whose overall objective
is to advance the scholastic ability of students to be academically competitive in entering the nation’s leading universities. USOP has one-on-one mentoring opportunities
each Saturday and Sunday during the school year. We
have volunteered and have tutored students within the
community that need help with Math. We are in the process of creating a stronger partnership with this organization so we can broaden our efforts within the community.
More to come!



Bowling Event
Splitsville at Channelside, Tampa, FL

Monique Hacker
Tampa Affiliate Leader

Members of the Tampa Affiliate

New York

The New York affiliate is off to a good start for

the 2010 year.

Bridge the Gap Showcase Display



Prudential Financial is hosting a networking event for the
IABA on Thursday, September 16, 2010 from 5:30pm8:30pm. The event will be held in Dryden Hall, located at
751 Broad Street, Newark, NJ. We will have several
guests speakers including Helen Galt, Prudential’s SVP,
Company Actuary & Chief Risk Officer with some excellent
networking and professional development opportunities.



―Bridge the Gap‖ event, held at St. John's Manhattan campus. The Resident Assistants of the female floors decided
to collaborate in celebration of Women's History Month.
On March 22nd, from 11:30am to 2:00pm, they hosted a
showcase in the atrium of the Manhattan campus of St.
John's University. I was invited to set up a table at the
showcase and talk about the issues that face young black
women pursuing a career in Actuarial Science and also
about IABA.
Charmaine Peart
New York Affiliate Leader
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Affiliate Corner
Chicago

The Chicago Affiliate is off to a positive start in

2010.






ness experiences where they learn about the many facets
of the insurance industry through panel presentations and
creative interactive sessions conducted by the various
company representatives. The Chicago Affiliate will be
speaking to the students on the steps that they can take
in becoming an actuary.

Held in February, our first event, WhirlyBall, gave new
meaning to the words ―bumper cars,‖ ―basketball,‖ and
―lacrosse.‖ (Don’t ask—you should have been there!). It
was a solid turnout, and we welcomed a few new faces to
There is certainly more in store for 2010, and we are looking
the affiliate!
forward to how it will all play out!
Our next event, also held in February, was the 2010 Black
Teen Summit at Oakton Community College. This annual
Joe Andorful & Jarrett Cabell
conference focuses on African-American teens who reside
Chicago Affiliate Leaders
in the North and Northwest suburbs of Chicago. As part of
the conference, our Chicago Affiliate was asked to participate on the career panel composed of African-American
working professionals. Affiliate member Suzanne Scott
proudly represented the IABA at this conference, and
noted that this was, indeed, a worthwhile endeavor. The
affiliate had planned on continuing its outreach efforts by
attending the Crete-Monee High School Career Day in
May, though this Career Day was unfortunately, and
abruptly, cancelled.
Next on the horizon for the affiliate is the Howard University Center for Insurance Education Summer Intern School
in Milwaukee, WI. This year marks the 30th annual Summer Intern School (SIS), a week-long educational and professional development effort that exposes students who
are interested in learning more about the insurance industry to leading industry professionals in the host city. The
Whirlyball Activity
students have a full week of academic, cultural and busi-

Atlanta
Boston
Chicago
Delaware Valley
Hartford
Ohio Region

North Carolina
NY/NJ
Richmond
Seattle
Tampa
Washington
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Membership Corner - IABA and the Aspiring Actuarial Student
By IABA Membership Committee

T

he International Association of Black Actuaries is committed to providing insight, mentorship and opportunity
to collegians, career changers and high school students.
Since its inaugural meeting and subsequent inception in October of 1992, the International Association of Black Actuaries
has encouraged excellence within its membership at all levels.
IABA has continued to develop and implement programs and
establish resourceful aid for all of its members. These efforts
have attracted a number of individuals whose collective experience in the profession brings a wealth of substance to
IABA. We believe that these resources are ideal for the aspiring actuarial student.

diversity within the professional actuarial societies and the
actuarial profession as a whole.
We encourage you to become a member of IABA and to take
advantage of the many resources that we provide and the opportunities to network with the vast number of established
professionals within the organization. Active membership with
IABA greatly increases the probability of a successful beginning to your actuarial career. We are very excited that you are
considering IABA, and we sincerely hope to see you at our next
annual meeting.

In a 2007 membership survey, one collegiate member stated
that ―IABA has given me the opportunity to meet and converse
with both high-ranking and entry-level professionals within the
profession.‖
Attending the annual meeting and being an active member in
one of the IABA affiliates serves as a great tool for networking.
Through these many networking resources, aspiring students
have an opportunity to gain access to internships and entry
level actuarial jobs.
Conversing with these seasoned professionals on a routine
basis also gives aspiring actuarial students another opportunity to improve on their professionalism, a very important skill
in the industry.
The IABA Each One, Reach One Mentoring Program allows
seasoned professionals to link with aspiring actuaries and to
provide them with sound advice and counsel based on the
knowledge that they have gained from their personal experience.
Aspiring Actuaries are paired with a mentor and encouraged to
take a proactive role in gaining wisdom and insight. Mentees
receive advice about issues such as:





Courses to take at the university level that will prove beneficial
Preparation for actuarial exams and studying techniques
Securing an entry-level position or internship
Networking

IABA also provides scholarships to students of color that are
pursuing an actuarial career. This is an effort to help create
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Membership Corner

Becoming a member of IABA is just a mouse-click away. New member, collegian member and renewing (current) member
forms are available at www.blackactuaries.org. Sign up now so you can enjoy the benefits that IABA members enjoy.

The new Membership Prospectus is out!!! The brochure describes the benefits of being a member of IABA, and how you can
help the organization achieve its mission to contribute to an increase in the number of black actuaries and to influence the
successful career development, civic growth and achievement of black actuaries. Attendees at the 2009 Annual Meeting received a copy of the prospectus. If you would like a copy, please contact us at iaba@blackactuaries.org.

The Actuarial Bookstore offers IABA members a 5% discount on exam materials ordered from the Actuarial Bookstore, for
Exam P and Exam FM. This discount is available to IABA members only, and the discount code must not be shared. Members
who do not have credit for these exams, and would like to get the discount code, should let us know by sending an e-mail to
iabamembershipcommittee@blackactuaries.org.
IABA members receive discounts on Dell Computer products and services. As a member you can receive:
1) Up to a 12% discount on Dimension and Inspiron Home & Home Office products 2) Discounted 3-5 business day ground
shipping 3) Dell’s award-winning 24-hour online and telephone technical support 4) Frequent special values and promotions in
addition to your standard discounts.
Did you know? As a full, associate or student member of IABA, you are eligible for access to the members only section of the
website. If you are not sure that you have access, or if you have forgotten your username and password, you can now sign-up
on-line. Kindly note that access is not immediate, but as soon as your membership is confirmed, your username and password will be authorized.

IABA Board of Directors
Sharon K. Robinson, FCAS MAAA
Linda Shepherd, FCAS, MAAA
Ollie Sherman, FCAS, MAAA
Stafford L. Thompson, Jr., FSA, MAAA
Jeffrey L. Johnson, FSA, MAAA
John W. Robinson, FSA, MAAA
Jamala Murray, FSA, MAAA
Acheampong Boamah, ASA, MAAA
Monique Hacker, FSA, MAAA

Director
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Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director

IABA Foundation
Nana Prempeh, FSA, MAAA
Veronica Fontama, ASA, MAAA
Jamala S. Murray, FSA, MAAA
Gerik Whittington

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary

IABA Leadership
John W. Robinson, FSA, MAAA
Monique Hacker, FSA, MAAA
Jamala S. Murray, FSA, MAAA
Gerik Whittington
Khadine Adams
Kate Weaver

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Student Liaison
Executive Director

Committee Chairs
Michelle A. Thompson, ASA, MAAA
Kevin Blackman, ASA and Lucretia Hydell
Dodzi Attimu
Monique Hacker, FSA, MAAA
Veronica Fontama, ASA, MAAA
Jamala Murray, FSA, MAAA
Ollie Sherman, FSA, MAAA
Nicassia Williams
Ernest Nana Ofori ASA, MAAA
Nana Prempeh, FSA, MAAA
Nana Prempeh, FSA, MAAA

Membership
Mentorship
Technology
Annual Meeting
Scholarship
Finance
Human Resources
Education
Newsletter
Fund Development
Corporate Solicitation
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Corporate Advisory Council Member Spotlight
Douglas A. French, FSA, FIAA, FCA, MAAA
French is the Managing Prin- ors from the University of Texas at Austin. He is a Fellow of
D oug
cipal of Ernst & Young’s Insurance the Society of Actuaries, a Fellow of the Institute of Actuaries

Doug French

and Actuarial Advisory Services practice
and is based in the firm’s New York office. In addition, he is responsible for all
advisory services for the insurance sector within the firm’s Financial Services
Office. Prior to joining Ernst & Young he
was a Principal and Global Practice Director of a major actuarial consulting
firm.

of Australia, a Member of the American Academy of Actuaries
and a Fellow of the Conference of Consulting Actuaries.

He is a frequent speaker at industry seminars on topics such
as enterprise risk management, capital management, economic capital modeling, retirement income and Solvency II.
Mr. French is a co-author of the Institute of Actuaries of Australia sessional paper ―Margin on Services Reporting: The Financial Implications,‖ which was the Institute of Actuaries of
Australia 1993 Parker Prize Winner.

Prior to entering actuarial advisory services, Mr. French was
involved in various areas of life insurance company actuarial IABA thanks Doug for all his tremendous contributions to the
operations, with an emphasis on product development. Mr. organization.
French holds a Bachelor of Science in Mathematics with hon-

Special Acknowledgement goes to the Members of the Corporate Advisory Council
Actuarial Foundation - Eileen Streu
Aetna - Michael Fedyna, FSA, MAAA
Allstate - Shantelle A. Thomas, FCAS, MAAA
Casualty Actuarial Society - John Kollar, FCAS, MAAA
D.W. Simpson - David Benton
Ernst & Young - Douglas A. French, FSA, FIAA, FCA, MAAA
Genworth Financial - Robert Vrolyk, FSA, FCIA, MAAA
The Hartford - Claudia Campbell, ASA
Hewitt - Anne Crumlish, FSA, MAAA
ING - Laurin Cathey

Liberty Mutual - Neeza Thandi, FCAS, MAAA
Mercer - Montreece Smith
North Carolina Mutual - Kwabena Sarpong, ASA, MAAA
Society of Actuaries - Tom Terry, FSA, FCA, MAAA
Towers Watson - Barry McKeown, ASA, EA
Towers Watson - Jeanette Walton, MBA, SPHR
Travelers - Smitesh Davé, FCAS, MAAA
University of Connecticut - James Trimble, FSA, CERA,
MAAA

Contact Information
IABA
PO Box 369
Windsor, CT 06095
Website: www.blackactuaries.org
Email: iaba@blackactuaries.org
Affiliates: http://www.blackactuaries.org/affiliates
Newsletter Committee
Ernest Nana Ofori (Chair), Olayinka Rufai and Gerik Whittington
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